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Abstract
We present an omnidirectional 3D acquisition system based
on a mobile array of high-resolution consumer digital SLR
cameras that automatically capture high dynamic range
stereo pairs across a full 360-degree panorama. The stereo
pairs are augmented with a time-varying lighting pattern
created using standard photographic flashes, lenses, and
patterned slides. Spacetime stereo techniques are used to
generate 3D range images with corresponding color data
from the HDR photographs. The multiple range images
are aligned with egomotion estimation and ICP registration
techniques, and volumetric merging and color texturing algorithms allow the rapid creation of complete 3D models.
The resulting system compares favorably with other state
of the art 3D acquisition technologies in the resolution and
quality of its output, and can be faster and less expensive
than 3D laser scanners for digitizing large 3D scenes such
as building interiors.

1. Introduction
A wide variety of methods have been developed for 3D
digitization of real-world scenes, including optical triangulation and time-of-flight laser scanning, active structured
light techniques, photogrammetry, and stereo reconstruction. However, 3D modeling of large scenes with these devices is still expensive, cumbersome, and requires a high
level of expertise. The cost and difficulty of 3D laser
scanning, for example, limits its practice by potential user
groups such as archaeologists who want to digitize cultural
heritage sites, or law enforcement agencies who might want
to capture crime scenes in 3D for forensic analysis.
Recent trends in digital camera technology point to a
coming revolution in 3D shape acquisition. Just a few years
ago, digital cameras and lenses of sufficient resolution and
image quality to rival the 3D shape acquisition capability
of laser scanners were prohibitively expensive. However,
high-end consumer digital cameras are now sufficiently robust to produce comparable high quality 3D models, even
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using a passive vision approach.
In this paper, we describe the design and implementation
of a camera-based 3D scene acquisition system. The system
uses a mobile array of off-the-shelf digital SLR cameras to
capture high dynamic range (HDR) stereo pairs over a 360
degree horizontal field of view. By augmenting the stereo
pairs with projected light patterns and applying spacetime
stereo reconstruction techniques, we are able to generate
high-resolution, accurate range images of the environment
with perfectly corresponding HDR color texture.
As we will show, such a stereo camera-based acquisition system can be cheaper, more portable, and easier to
use than traditional 3D scanning systems (such as time-offlight laser technologies), without compromising on quality.
In fact, our approach often performs better than laser scanning for areas with challenging reflection properties such
as low albedo, gloss, or translucency. Furthermore, surface
textures captured from stereo vision are perfectly registered
with the resulting surface, resulting in no alignment error.
Also, we achieve much faster acquisition times, as both
3D geometry and color information are acquired in a full
panorama with each discrete exposure, as opposed to the
relatively slow speed of laser systems that must mechanically sweep a laser line or beam across the surface for full
coverage.
Other recent research in 3D acquisition has related goals.
For example, robotics researchers have developed selfpropelled robots with panoramic cameras to reconstruct 3D
models of their environment [10, 18]. Hand-held devices
based on video cameras have been used for interactive 3D
scene modeling [26, 31]. Some research has focused on
methods for real-time 3D model acquisition [28]; this is not
an explicit goal of our our system.
Other related work pertaining to specific aspects of our
approach is referenced in the corresponding sections of this
paper. In Section 2 below, we describe our 3D acquisition
hardware design. In Section 3, we describe our software
pipeline for the creation of complete, color 3D models from
the digital color images. Section 4 includes experimental
results from using our system to digitize 3D scenes, and includes comparisons with other state of the art 3D scanning

devices. In Section 5 of the paper, we discuss the ramifications of these results, and the potential advantages and disadvantages of our camera-based approach relative to other
3D acquisition methods.

2. Acquisition Hardware Design

each camera from the control laptop, through which the laptop controls the shutter speed, aperture, and ISO settings,
and downloads the acquired image data.
To allow robust shape acquisition of textureless surfaces,
we have included the capability to project a high-resolution,
time-varying lighting pattern into the environment. A 1600
watt-second strobe projects the pattern across a full 360 degrees using four lenses, each with a 90 degree horizontal
field of view. Compared to a standard projector, this provides a brighter light pattern and covers a larger field of
view. The strobe can be triggered by the sync port in one
camera, or by a USB-controlled strobe relay. The projected
pattern is a non-repeating series of vertical lines printed on
a 3cm x 7cm heat resistant transparency. In order to create
a time-varying pattern to permit spacetime stereo analysis,
a USB-controlled servo is used to move the slide laterally
between exposures.

3. 3D Acquisition Pipeline

Figure 1. Our current prototype 3D acquisition device and the projected pattern: (A) System head;
(B) Control laptop; (C) Strobe power pack for the
flash. The zoomed image on the right shows the head
with eight digital SLR cameras mounted on the aluminum frame: (1) USB controlled relays, USB controlled servo control, and USB hubs; (2) Camera and
14mm rectilinear lens; (3) Projection lens; (4) Pattern
slide servo; (5) Pattern slide.
Our design prototype for a portable omnidirectional 3D
acquisition device consists of an array of digital cameras
mounted on a three-wheeled cart (Figure 1).
The primary components in the device are four pairs
of Canon 5D 12-megapixel cameras with rectilinear Canon
14mm lenses. The resulting stereoscopic horizontal field of
view is 104 degrees for each camera pair. The cameras are
screwed onto a half-inch aluminum frame (camera motion
is further minimized using epoxy), and are arranged so as
to observe a full 360 degree horizontal panorama. Despite
rough handling during field trials, the cameras have maintained calibration over periods of several weeks.
To make the system as compact as possible and permit
passage through a 29 inch doorway, adjacent pairs of cameras are mounted on opposite sides of the frame; two camera pairs are mounted right-side up, and two upside down.
This arrangement allows a stereo base of 14 inches. Although the camera shutters can be programmatically controlled through their USB connections, we ensure synchronized exposures by using an external relay board that is
wired to each of the cameras’ external shutter triggers with
Canon N3 connector. Another USB cable is attached to

In this section we describe our 3D acquisition and processing steps; Figure 2 outlines the high level data flow of
the pipeline.

3.1. Camera Pair Calibration
Because each camera pair uses wide-angle lenses to capture a wide field of view, there is significant nonlinear distortions in the raw acquired images. This lens distortion
is first corrected using DXO Optics Pro [17], followed by
a standard checkerboard-based stereo calibration procedure
(we experimented with the toolbox by Bouguet [7] and also
commercial software from Videre [33]; both have worked
well). Once the four camera pairs have been calibrated
individually, the inter-pair positions and orientations must
also be calibrated to allow our scanner to operate as a single unit. This is achieved by scanning a room with calibration targets attached to the walls, and then manually aligning the four resulting point clouds together by establishing
3D point correspondences. Currently, this is the only portion of the processing pipeline that is not automated; we are
currently investigating alternate inter-pair calibration procedures to achieve full automation; see Section 6.

3.2. Image Acquisition and Processing
For a single omnidirectional scan, each camera captures
18 exposures (144 images total) in 2.5 minutes. The first
three exposures are captured at varying shutter speeds without flash; these images are combined into floating-point
high dynamic range (HDR) images [15] and then tonemapped using HDRSoft PhotoMatix [21] to be used for surface texture. This is followed by another 15 exposures with
varying flash patterns. All images are acquired at the full

Figure 2. Our data processing pipeline. We first capture HDR images at different exposures and varying flashing
patterns. After we correct the lens distortion, rectify the stereo pairs, and recover the HDR information, we use a
spacetime stereo algorithm to reconstruct a range image which is then filtered. Multiple range images with their
associated color images are used to estimate egomotion based on an image-based registration algorithm. We then use
a volumetric surface reconstruction approach to generate dense meshes (with vertex color) from ICP-refined sets of
range images. The final texture mapping step is optional.
camera resolution of 4328 x 2912 pixels (Figure 3). We empirically determined that 15 pictures give acceptable results,
taking into account the tradeoff between surface quality and
processing time that results from additional images.
Each omnidirectional scan thus consists of 18 high resolution images for each camera. Once a scan is completed,
the automated control system downloads the 144 images
from the eight cameras, removes geometric distortions using DXO Optics Pro [17], and performs image rectification
to make all epipolar lines be horizontal. The scanner can
then be repositioned and the procedure repeated if multiple
3D scans are desired.

Figure 3. Two example images from a scan of an office. Left: an image used to capture the surface color,
without the pattern. Right: one of the 15 images acquired with the flashing pattern.

3.3. Spacetime Stereo
Our camera-based scanning system design is inspired in
part by recent work on “spacetime stereo” techniques [13,
38], which generalize the traditional stereo problem to perform stereo matching in both the spatial and temporal domains simultaneously. For scenes with temporally-varying
illumination, spacetime stereo can deliver significant accuracy improvements over traditional stereo algorithms. Additionally, it does not require that the lighting be calibrated,
as is necessary in some triangulation-based techniques such
as structured lighting [8].
We apply spacetime stereo to reconstruct 3D range im-

ages from the acquired set of 18 stereo images from each
camera pair. In practice, the spacetime stereo algorithm requires much more memory than traditional stereo to store
input images. In our implementation, we load only a few
image scanlines at a time during processing to maximize the
cache hit rate and incrementally compute stereo disparities.
In order to handle ambiguities that can arise due to occlusions, we estimate the confidence in each depth sample
as the ratio between the image correlation at the best and
second-best matches discovered by the stereo algorithm. If
this ratio is too low (e.g., if the second-best match was still
reasonable), then we discard the data point. This greatly
reduces the number of small “floating” surface patches typical of stereo reconstructions. The confidence threshold for
rejecting samples is unfortunately scene dependent, so the
operator may have to adjust this until the results are acceptable.
To further improve the quality of the range images, we
remove all 3D points that fall out of a user-specified working range, and finally apply an anisotropic filter [6, 34] to
smooth surface noise.

3.4. Multi-Scan Registration
To eliminate occlusions and make a 3D model more
complete, many scans must be merged. Multiple scans of
a scene may be acquired by moving the scanner to multiple
locations and capturing sets of range images. Because the
device’s movement is not tracked, automatically registering
these multiple scans into a single coordinate system consists
of an initial image-based motion estimation, followed by an
Iterated Closest Point (ICP) algorithm [4, 5].
3.4.1. Egomotion Estimation
Because our 3D range data are computed in the identical image space as their corresponding 2D input images,
we can use image-based registration techniques [35, 27, 3,
22] to estimate the transformations between scans. Here

Figure 4. Egomotion estimation using image-based
feature matching. 2D features are first detected and
matched in the image space, and then back-projected
onto the reconstructed 3D point clouds.
we describe our robust image-based egomotion estimation
method.
Given two color images and their corresponding dense
range images, we start by extracting scale-invariant features from both color images using the SIFT algorithm [23].
Then for every feature in each image, we search for the
corresponding feature in the other image which minimizes
the Euclidean distance between their feature representations
and only keep those best pair-wise matches [9]. This 2D
feature matching step can be efficiently implemented by using a kd-tree to find approximate nearest neighbors [2, 24].
Similar to Snavely et al. [32], we then estimate the fundamental matrix relating these two color images using a
RANSAC-based eight-point algorithm [19]. We then refine
the initial matches by rejecting the outliers to this fundamental matrix.
After we robustly match 2D image features between the
two color images, we back-project each image feature pair
onto their range images and link the corresponding 3D feature points (Figure 4). This gives us N 3D point matches
{(Pi , Qi )|Pi ∈ Scan1 and Qi ∈ Scan2 , i = 1 . . . N }. To
compute a rigid transformation to align the two range images, we compute a rotational matrix R and a translational
vector T by minimizing the mean squared distance between
the transformed match pairs, as described by Arun et al. [1]:
f (R, T ) =

N
1 X
|| (R × Qi + T ) − Pi ||2 .
N i

This approach is more robust than the previous work
by Li [22] for two reasons. First, it extracts and matches
SIFT feature representations instead of computing the cross
correlation of corner regions; this greatly improves performance when the motion between images involves primarily
forward motion as opposed to lateral translation. Also, we
add a RANSAC refinement step to reject mismatches based
on epipolar geometry.

Figure 5. An example of improving 3D registration
by egomotion estimation. Top-left: 3 range images
in initial position; top-right: attempted ICP registrations; bottom-left: egomotion estimation; bottomright: ICP-refined registration based on the egomotion estimation.
3.4.2. ICP Alignment
Following the egomotion estimation step, the registration of the individual range scans is further refined via application of the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm [4].
We use the Stanford Scanalyze software [30], which can
be scripted to allow implementation in our automated scan
processing pipeline.
Figure 5 shows an example of the use of egomotion estimation in scan registration. Just using ICP alone fails
because of the bad initial positions, while egomotion estimation provides a well-aligned starting point. Egomotion
estimation itself can fail if two scans have very small overlap where automatic image-based feature matching is either
impossible or unreliable; this can be avoided by carefully
selecting the location for each scan.

3.5. Surface Reconstruction
The registered range scans are typically integrated into
a single 3D mesh surface model using a volumetric surface
reconstruction method that merges the range data from each
scan, as well as the color information [11, 34]. For some
applications, conversion to a polygonal mesh may not be
required, and the dense point cloud representation can be
used directly for visualization or measurement. However,
exporting to modeling applications like 3D Studio Max or
AutoCAD typically requires a polygonal mesh. Meshing
also permits data compression using polygonal simplification techniques.

3.6. Texture Mapping
Texture mapping is optional in our pipeline because
a tessellated mesh with vertex colors is frequently dense
enough to provide a convincing visualization. However,
when a 3D simplified mesh model with texture maps is re-

quired, we simply project each triangle onto every aligned
texture image and assign a texture ID and texture coordinates from the image that yields the largest projected area.
A view-dependent solution such as the one proposed by Debevec et al. [14] would yield visually better results, but cannot be easily incorporated into existing commercial model
viewers.

4. Results
In this section, we present visual and quantitative results
that assess the accuracy and performance of our scanning
methods. We have used our prototype camera-based device
to digitize several scenes. Due to the characteristics of our
flash and the melting point of the pattern transparencies, our
scanner is optimized for indoor scanning.
Figure 7 shows the reconstructed mesh results from six
single scans of various basement and office scenes. Each
scan was acquired with an image resolution of 2400×1600,
which are downsampled from the original 4328×2912 images for performance reasons. Although our camera system
captures range images from four camera pairs simultaneously to create a panoramic scan, each row in Figure 7 depicts only a single scan captured by one of the camera pairs
for ease of visualization.

4.1. Accuracy
To quantitatively measure the scanning accuracy as a
function of distance, we scanned a known planar surface
from four different distances and at two different image resolutions. As shown in Table 1, the error grows linearly
as the distance between the surface and the cameras increases. The mean absolute error is 3.59 mm at 2 meters, and 16.10(mm) at 10 meters, which is comparable
to modern pulsed time-of-flight laser scanners. Table 1
also demonstrates that using higher image resolution significantly reduces the error at far distances, as more pixels
give finer measurements in the stereo disparity space.
Figure 6 shows a side-by-side comparison of our stereo
scanner and a commercial time-of-flight laser scanner, the
3rdTech DeltaSphere-3000 [16]. We acquired two indoor
scenes with both scanners at the same locations and with
Distance to target
1200 x 800 Res. Scan
Avg. Error (mm)
Std. Deviation (mm)
2400 x 1600 Res. Scan
Avg. Error (mm)
Std. Deviation (mm)

1m

2m

5m

10 m

1.23
1.69

3.70
5.44

6.70
8.40

30.06
51.22

1.11
1.51

3.59
4.50

6.61
8.19

16.10
19.75

Table 1. Scan accuracy (deviation from plane) vs.
distance at two different image resolutions.

similar resolutions. It can be seen that the camera-based
scanner gives near-laser scan quality. Note that our stereo
scan is more complete and less sensitive to the effect of
shiny objects (e.g., fire extinguisher, ball, door handles) or
dark objects (e.g., chair, partition mullions) because it incorporates local spatial smoothness. However, this also creates slightly blurrier scans compared to the laser scanner.
We also observe that our projected lighting patterns bias our
sub-pixel estimation and create artifacts such as the repeating patterns on the walls of the stereo scans (this is particularly evident on the door in the bottom row in figure 6). This
problem has been recently addressed using a symmetric refinement [25], and we are in the process of incorporating
it into our scan processing pipeline, which should greatly
reduce these artifacts.

4.2. Scanning Time
Our camera-based stereo scanner requires 2.5 minutes to
acquire a full 360 degree scan of 18 exposures per camera (144 images). The two primary bottlenecks are the
flash recharge time and the communication time between
the cameras and the control laptop. Our flash recharge takes
approximately 6 seconds, which places a lower bound of 90
seconds on the scanning time with our current power source.
In future designs, camera communications can be parallelized with a networked group of tiny control PCs. After
downloading the raw image data, our system requires approximately one hour to produce a textured 3D mesh using a
modern dual-core PC. In comparison, the DeltaSphere laser
scanner can complete a panoramic scan at comparable resolution in 10 minutes (with no color), and requires a further
10 minutes to generate the finished polygonal 3D model.

5. Discussion
Here we consider several characteristics of our camerabased stereo scanner approach. Table 2 provides a summarized comparison of the prototype system with the
DeltaSphere-3000 time-of-flight laser scanner.
Scanning speed. Our camera-based approach exploits
the full pixel-wise parallelization in depth sampling, and
thus has the potential to allow extremely fast acquisition
times. The major performance bottlenecks for our current
prototype are addressable engineering limitations. The flash
recharge time can by reduced by using larger capacitors,
and we can substantially reduce the communication delay
between the cameras and control laptop by parallelizing the
communications with multiple USB ports. With these improvements, our next prototype is expected to reduce the acquisition time to less than one minute. Our system will thus
be appropriate for use in environments that are ephemeral
or dangerous and require minimized digitization time.

Figure 6. Two comparisons between laser scans and untextured camera-based scans. Columns from left to right:
(a) photographs; (b) DeltaSphere laser scan; (c) our camera-based scan.

Avg. Scanning Time Per Scan
Speed bottleneck
Data Processing Time
Range
Range bottleneck
Accuracy
Accuracy bottleneck
Cost (Mid 2007, USD)
Color capture

DeltaSphere-3000 Laser Scanner
10 min. (without color)
laser sampling rate
10 min. / scan
0.3 m - 15 m
laser power, surface reflectance
7.5 mm at 12 m
clock precision
approx. $40,000
requires a separate scan

Camera-based Scanner Prototype
2.5 min. (with HDR images)
camera driver and recharge time
50 min. / scan
0.5 m - 12 m (with pattern)
12 m - 340 m (without pattern)
flash energy, camera resolution, and baseline
16.1 mm at 10 m
camera and pattern resolution
approx. $30,000
captured simultaneously

Table 2. A comparison between our camera-based scanner prototype and DeltaSphere-3000 laser scanner.
Processing speed. After each scan, our current system can output a 3D “preview” model created from downsampled 300x200 resolution images in less than 2 minutes.
However, processing the full four sets of 18 2400x1600
stereo images takes about 50 minutes on a dual-core PC
(including image rectification, stereo matching, and range
image filtering). This slow processing speed is due to the
huge amount of data I/O and the expensive spacetime stereo
matching computation. One idea to improve this postprocessing performance is to shift most computation onto
GPUs [37]. Currently our algorithm is heavily compute
limited and spends most of its time in stereo correspondence matching, so additional processing speed or more
cores would yield immediate speedups.
Occlusions and model completeness. Almost every
scanned scene will have holes due to occlusion. The only
way to fill these occlusions is to scan the scene from multiple perspectives, a process made much more practical by
the increased acquisition speed of cameras. For example,

to adequately scan all sides of a single rectangular object
in a room would require at least three scans; forming a
complete model of a complex scene might require dozens
of scans. Automatically determining the best location for
the next scan remains open research in computer vision.
If the scene is not completely scanned, then holes must be
filled either by manual editing or using automatic hole filling techniques [12].
Accuracy. There is still great potential to improve our
camera-based scan accuracy, although many tradeoffs remain to be evaluated. Taking more pictures and increasing camera resolution will provide more accurate results at
the expense of larger scanning and processing times. The
design of an optimal pattern is an open problem in active
stereo, although ours can certainly be improved.
Cost. Because our scanner is based on high-volume
commodity digital camera components, different versions
can be created to fit different budgets, a major advantage over the relatively low-volume laser-scanning indus-

try. Digital camera technology continues to decline sharply
in price, so the cost of our scanning system should decline
similarly. Also, the quality of lens manufacture and digital
sensor design continues to rise, so at a fixed price point we
expect the quality of our results to increase over time.
Color capture. Most long distance time-of-flight laser
scanners require an independent acquisition process for surface color. This increases acquisition time and introduces
error due to the misalignment of the range and color information. Our approach acquires perfectly aligned range
and color simultaneously within a single scan. In addition
to improving renderings, this implicit correspondence enables robust 3D scan registration via our egomotion estimation. While our current approach is limited to capturing
color data under the lighting conditions present at acquisition time, we could use calibrated lighting to measure the
surface reflectance [29].
Flexibility. Using off-the-shelf camera components in
our system allows for flexibility and scalability in the configuration of the acquisition device. Varying the number and
arrangement of cameras mounted on the mobile platform
can easily match the economic resources available with the
demands of capturing particular types of scenes. Users
of the system can change the number of images acquired,
the speed of pattern shifting, and the pattern resolutions to
balance scanning speed and accuracy to meet applicationspecific requirements.

6. Conclusion and Future Work
We have described a camera-based stereo system for fast
and flexible 3D scene acquisition. To produce high quality
range data, we acquire a sequence of color images with different exposures and a time-varying lighting pattern, and
then use spacetime stereo techniques for 3D reconstruction. Because the high resolution color images are perfectly
aligned with their range images, we can employ a robust,
image-based registration approach for initializing ICP registration. Our experiments show that our system generates
3D models of large scenes that are sufficient for many potential applications and that rival time-of-flight laser scanners.
We are continuing to develop our camera-based 3D acquisition system. Our current work focuses on reducing the
communication cost between cameras and computers to reduce acquisition time, automating the inter-pair calibration
procedure by using a linear calibration rod that can be seen
by neighboring camera pairs, and improving sub-pixel estimation by using symmetric refinement [25].
Many experiments remain to further improve the quality of our eventual 3D reconstruction, such as the best projection pattern to use, amount of lateral shift between photographs, number of photographs, etc. On the hardware

side, we would like to add additional cameras to each of
the four scanning directions to better acquire features that
are parallel to our current baseline, as well as a scanning
set pointing up so as to create a hemispherical panoramic
scan. Finally, we are actively working to solve the outdoor
scanning problem by automatically combining naturallylit color photographs taken during the day and acquired,
pattern-projected 3D geometry scanned at night.
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